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The leading European conference on Semantic Technologies and AI 

The full List of Speakers is available here 

The full Programme of LI@Work/Semantics2022 is available on the common event website 

14 SEPTEMBER  
(Moderator: Philippe Wacker, Executive Director, LT-Innovate) 

09.00-10.30 PLENUM 
Welcome: Martin Kaltenböck, Tassilo Pellegrini, Sahar Vahdati & Christoph Prinz 

09.15-10.15 KEYNOTE 
Adam Keresztes, Business Owner, IKEA Knowledge Graph 
UX Design & Knowledge Graphs - The Perfect Match 
Adam is one of the founders of the IKEA Knowledge Graph. You might think he has a long 
career within the area of data or semantics, but this is far from the truth. He started as an 
Interior designer one of the IKEA stores in Japan before turning his attention to the user 
experience design field, spending close to 8 years in designing products and leading UX 
teams at IKEA.com, Rakuten and Virtusize in Sweden, Netherlands, and Japan. During 
Adam's work on various aspects of the user experience such as search, recommendation, 
and personalisation, the lack of data was a recurring problem he ran into and ended up 
being a showstopper for many creative ideas that would have delighted the users. The lack 
of humanistic and intuitive access to the data needed to build these future experiences 
prompted him to try to solve the problem by proposing the IKEA Knowledge Graph. His 
multi-talented team - spearheaded by Katariina Kari - has the task of translating the unique 
IKEA knowledge around interior design, customer needs and IKEA products, into a 
knowledge service to empower internal product teams and its designers to create even 
better experiences for the IKEA customer. 

 

10.15-10.30 
SHORT BREAK 

10.30-11.00 Josef Kubovsky, CEO & Roman Civin, VP of Consulting, Nimdzi Insights 
Language Technology Latest Trends in 2022 
Nimdzi collects data from providers of more than 700 technology solutions every year. We 
will present the results of our 2022 Language Technology Atlas and share the most exciting 
news with the audience. The data gathering behind the Atlas is based on four primary 
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sources: survey replies, briefings and meetings with language technology firms, publicly 
available data, and personal experience of Nimdzi team members who regularly use 
dozens of language tools. The audience will walk away with insights on: 1. Major changes 
and developments 2. Specific trends and challenges 3. Prospects for the year ahead. 

11.00-11.20 Kirti Vashee, Marketing, Translated 
The Translation Impact of the Focus on Global CX 
As global enterprises focus on improving CX (customer experience) across the world we 
see the following impact: - Huge increase in dynamic, unstructured CX related content - 
Substantial increase in content and translation volumes - Increased use of "raw" MT - 
Changes in the view of translation quality - Changes in the kinds of tools and processes 
used to enable effective massive-scale translation capabilities. This presentation will 
provide examples of the content changes and their impact on optimal tools and the 
translation production process. Several use-cases and case studies will be provided to 
illustrate the growing need for better man-machine collaboration and will also highlight 
emerging best practices that show that MT has only begun its deep engagement with 
international business initiatives for any global enterprise. 

11.20-11.40 Andrew Rufener, CEO, CrossLang 
The Need for Anonymization for Effective Data Mining 
We produce data at an ever-increasing rate yet turning that data into valuable information 
and insights is increasingly challenging due to the data privacy requirements involved. In 
this presentation we explore what is currently possible based on real-life examples and 
discuss anonymization challenges and approaches. 

11.40-12.00 Rafal Jaworski, Linguistic AI Expert, XTM International 
New Perspectives in Automatic Translation Analysis 
For many years translation software has been making extensive use of natural language 
processing techniques. These techniques are used to develop features which help 
translators carry out their work. In this presentation we will describe a novel approach to 
post-translation analysis: MFTA (Multi-faceted Translation Analysis). It relies on a 
combination of natural language processing techniques such as stemming, lemmatization, 
pos-tagging, and parsing. It also involves the proprietary mechanism of computing word 
similarities between languages, called ILVS (Inter-language Vector Space). The applications 
of MFTA are seen in the following areas: -immediate post-translation post-processing (e.g. 
automatic placement of inline elements in translation, automatic quality assurance) - 
terminology analysis (bilingual terminology extraction and glossary creation) - translation 
memory analysis (sentence aligner, sub-segment matcher). The key idea behind MFTA is 
the integration of multiple heterogeneous natural language processing techniques to 
enable a wide range of useful features. 

 

12.00-12.15 
SHORT BREAK 

12.15-12.35 Aaron Schliem, Senior AI Solutions Architect, Welocalize 
Building Culturally Adapted Datasets for Global Conversational AI 
Multilingual data is essential for enabling global conversational AI. Rich datasets are used 
to build systems that can deliver experiences that feel natural in a target culture. However, 
datasets often focus too heavily on “standard” language usage and don’t take into account 
local market realities and the rich variation in human language production. In this talk, 
Aaron Schliem, Senior AI Solutions Architect at Welocalize, will offer insights to help ML 
and AI teams source datasets that are more representative of local cultural realities. These 
tips will help you move past basic fluency to truly adapted multilingual experiences. Key 
topics that will be covered include: - Dimensions of culture that should be considered in 
datasets - Designing data collection tasks that are culturally adapted - Planning for 
bilingualism, code-switching, and lingua franca - Traditional grammar versus real natural 
language production - Full-spectrum linguistic inclusivity: race, age, education, sexual 
identity - Sourcing the right kinds of data generation workers - Applications for NLP in 
building datasets and ensuring data quality. 

12.35-12.55 Rebecca Jonson, CPO, Tarjama 
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Breaking Language Barriers in the MENA Market with Arabic Language Technology 
Despite Arabic being one of the most spoken languages of the world, and one of the six 
official languages of the UN, language technology for Arabic is many times way behind 
other European languages. Arabic language technology has not been able to profit from 
the resources available for many much smaller European languages, and there are very 
few tools available even for more fundamental NLP tasks such as segmentation. Arabic is a 
challenging language to tackle with its beautiful and peculiar scripting language, being RTL, 
the phenomenon of transliteration, its exceptional morphological richness, and last but 
not least all the spoken dialects. Considering the market of Arabic language users, of 
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) or any of its dialects, there is a huge potential to break 
language barriers in the Arabic-speaking world and bring it closer to the rest of the world. 
This is what this presentation is going to be about. How a small LSP in the MENA region, 
Tarjama, boldly decided to tackle the Arabic language by building its proprietary language 
technology, including an NMT engine and a spell&grammar checker integrated with its 
TMS&CAT system. We will describe this exciting transformation journey of the business 
with its challenges and learnings and the impact it has had on the business becoming a 
pioneer in the region. 

12.55-13.15 Kim Ludvigsen, Founder & Vice-chairman, Interprefy 
Will Technology Replace Interpreters? 
Telephone and Video Interpreting have been around for a few decades, enabling 
consecutive interpreters to work remotely. More recently, several credible Remote 
Simultaneous Interpreting (RSI) platforms have appeared in the market, allowing also 
conference interpreters to deliver their service without having to be present at the venue. 
Avoiding interpreter booths and reducing travel and accommodation expenses has 
dramatically reduced the total delivery costs of simultaneous interpreting. Another 
technology which will dramatically change the LSP industry even further is machine 
interpreting (MI), a combination speech-to-text and Machine Translation (MT). Amazon 
and large IT companies such as IBM, Microsoft and Google are developing sophisticated 
MT engines and today, a handful of mobile apps provide simple, but functioning 
interpretation. The presenter will address and discuss the following issues: - How has RSI 
and COVID-19 changed the market for conference & simultaneous interpreting? - How will 
AI and MI change the interpreter profession? - Over the last 20-30 years, the translation 
industry has changed from dictionaries over CAT systems to post editing of MT. Translators 
can be based anywhere, regardless of the client location. There has been a resulting 
explosion in the volume of translations, a steep rise in productivity, but also a decrease in 
fee per project. Which parallels can be drawn from transition to interpreting? What 
lessons can be learned? - Which new services will AI and RSI enable? Products underway 
are recordings, captions, meeting minutes, automated transcripts and as mentioned MI. - 
Will MI substitute human interpreters and if yes, how fast and in which Industry 
segments? 

 

13.15-14.45 
LUNCH BREAK 

14.45-15.15 KEYNOTE 
Jack FitzGerald, Amazon, Senior Scientist, Alexa 
Multilingual Virtual Assistants: Research, Applications, and Scaling to 1,000 Languages 
Even as we approach the point in which there will be more virtual assistants than people in 
the world, major virtual assistants still only support a small fraction of the world’s 
languages. This limitation is driven by the lack of labelled data, the expense associated 
with human-based quality assurance, model maintenance and update costs, and more. 
Innovation is how we will jump these hurdles. This talk will include an overview of 
massively multilingual NLP research trends; a description of the MASSIVE dataset and 
competition; and editorialization of promising paths toward a future in which every person 
on Earth can converse with a virtual assistant in his or her native tongue. 

15.15-15.45 KEYNOTE 
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Chantal Moucouveia, Technology Solutions Creator, Hoffmann- La Roche & Kerstin Berns, 
General Partner, Berns Language Consulting 
(Machine) Translation with a Vision: Shaping a Translation Ecosystem in a Biotech 
Company 
How do you introduce Machine Translation in one of the world’s largest biotech 
companies? By having a vision that goes beyond machine translation. By understanding 
your stakeholders’ real needs. And by starting small while thinking big. That is what Roche 
Language Services did when they started on their journey of evaluating and introducing 
Roche-trained secure machine translation in over 20 language directions. We want to take 
you with us on this journey, on which machine translation is introduced globally and is 
placed at the core of the translation ecosystem, enabling much more than 'just' 
translation. In this presentation, we will share challenges that need to be overcome to get 
there and look at the importance of networking and stakeholder involvement. We will 
share use cases where Roche partnered with blc to implement MT successfully together 
with stakeholders - for fast, secure translation where it is needed most. And we will show 
you where this journey is headed for Roche, with machine translation technology at the 
core of a multilingual data web. 

 

15.45-16.00 
SHORT BREAK 

16.00-16.30 Ian Cameron, VP Business Development 
PIM, Expert.ai & Julien Mardas, CEO, 
Buster.ai 
Accurate and Explainable Misinformation 
Detection 
Ian and Julien will discuss Accurate and 
Explainable Misinformation Detection or 
more colloquially Fake News. As content 
volume continues to grow exponentially; 
curation and debunking has become almost 
insurmountable. Misinformation can lead 
incorrect action or no action at all. We all 
need to enter into a meaningful and 
structured collaboration taking the 
responsibility and systematically investing in 
independent fact-checking efforts around 
the world to help resolve these issues. AI 
can help but it needs to be multi-lateral, 
interoperable, and explainable. 

Kaspars Kauliņš, Business Development 
Director, Tilde  
Next Generation of Intelligent Bots - How 
Conversational AI Helps Solving More 
Complex Tasks 
We will tell the story about our journey 
developing smart multilingual virtual 
assistants starting from conversational 
agent Laura in 2012 up to the most recent 
innovative Conversational AI solutions for 
the European Commission, the European 
Space Agency and multiple other business 
companies. Tilde’s presentation will 
demonstrate how Language technologies 
have evolved over time helping chatbot 
developers address more and more 
complex tasks while providing the end users 
smooth, fast and timely information and 
sophisticated services. 

16.30-17.30 Bruno Herrmann, Member of the Board of 
Advisors, LT-Innovate, Josep Bonet, 
Consultant, Language Operations & Yvan 
Hennecart, Chief Revenue Officer, Loquell 
Turning Multilingual Content Supply Chains 
Into Local Experience Value Chains 
Managing workflows has been a recurring 
challenge in content operations and 
solutions. As they have been considered as 
sets of transactional steps of files involving 
a number of people within organizations 
they have not always been synchronized 
with customer experience standards and 
needs. As a result some workflows have not 
delivered output as planned and expected. 
As workflows are at the heart of content 
supply chains they must embed all content 

Manuel Herranz, CEO, Álvaro Rodríguez, 
Machine Learning Researcher & Carles 
Durá Santonja, Data Scientist and Machine 
Learning Engineer, Pangeanic   
Anonymisation & Compliance - Yes, But 
Use NLP for Key Information Extraction! 
Anonymisation has become a key feature 
for both public administrations and the 
enterprise sharing personal data across 
jurisdictions and for GDPR compliance. 
However, the roles of Data Controllers and 
Data Officers are still unclear for many, as it 
is the need for efficient anonymisation and 
pseudonymisation. There are many 
advantages to having clear anonymisation 
policies, beyond the simple compliance with 
GDPR to avoid fines. The same techniques 
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management phases including design, 
development, localization, provisioning and 
delivery while remaining closely aligned 
with customer requirements. It is the only 
way to delight customers when and how 
they want it and to run global content 
operations in a cost effective way. This 
session will cover cases and experiences 
‘from the trenches’ highlighting why 
managing and automating workflows 
matter upfront and how technology should 
enable the transformation of supply chains 
into value chains for the business. 

can be applied to extract knowledge from 
Big Data, to obfuscate content, or to ensure 
key entities and people that need [or need 
not] be mentioned actually do so. In this 
session we will learn if 1. We are data 
officers or data controllers 2. How to act 
accordingly 3. What benefits does 
anonymisation offer 4. Basic GDPR concepts 
and how they affect an IT department and 
data being shared daily from an 
organisation (mails, documents, pptx, etc.) 
5. NLP features within anonymisation that 
offer key knowledge extraction. 
 
Stefan Geissler, COO, Kairntech 
Automatic Creation and Maintenance of 
Knowledge Graphs through NLP-AI-driven 
Analysis of Scientific Literature: A Case 
Study  
Knowledge Graphs are a powerful and 
increasingly popular approach to represent 
complex knowledge and to support analysis 
and the discovery of new facts. Knowledge 
Graphs offer themselves for the integration 
of insights from structured databases, 
manually curated data and batches of facts 
derived from large-scale document analysis. 
However, creating and maintaining large 
Knowledge Graphs is a laborious and 
therefore costly undertaking. We describe 
joint work from Fraunhofer SCAI and 
Kairntech from a project on enriching a 
Knowledge Graph on a specific therapeutic 
area – Schizophrenia and Bipolar Disorders 
– with new knowledge drawn from large 
amounts of scientific literature. Recent 
advances in NLP/AI allow for the 
automation of the underlying tasks of entity 
and relation extraction from text. As a result 
of the analysis, isolated facts from different 
publications are placed in a comprehensive 
network such that new insights can be 
derived: Where one paper may report that 
entity A affects entity B, another one may 
reveal that entity B is linked to entity C, but 
the connection between A and C may so far 
not have been made explicit anywhere. 
Large-scale literature analysis as suggested 
here renders many of these connections 
accessible. We address the underlying 
scientific motivation and state of the art as 
well as the respective contribution of the 
two partners and planned next steps. The 
presentation may be relevant for data 
science and information management 
experts in pharma, biotech and health as 
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well as in the publishing sector and related 
domains. 

 

19.00 
COCKTAIL & DINNER 

  

15 SEPTEMBER 
(Moderator: Arthur Wetzel, Member of the Board of Advisors, LT-Innovate) 

09.00-10.00 KEYNOTE 
Christoph Prinz, CFO, Anne-Lynn Dudenhöfer, Intel Desk Lead & Gerhard Backfried, CSO, 
Hensoldt Analytics 
Detection and Analysis of Narratives and Propaganda of Todays Big Players - The 
Example of Russian Narratives with Conclusions from the Ukraine “Special Military 
Operation” 
Anne-Lynn Dudenhöfer, Gerhard Backfried and Christoph Prinz will present the findings 
drawn from Open Sources Intelligence technologies on today’s capabilities to (semi) 
automatically detect and track narratives and propaganda, which is distributed to the 
world’s population over a multitude of channels and forms. Governments and decision 
makers need fast and accurate situational awareness on such multilingual foreign 
influence to efficiently counter potential threats. 

 

10.00-10.15 
SHORT BREAK 

10.15-10.35 Klaus Fleischmann, CEO, Kaleidoscope & Florian Bauer, CSO, Semantic Web Company 
Multilingual Taxonomies and Knowledge Graphs as a Basis for Semantic AI Applications 
The domain of taxonomies and ontologies is to structure and enrich data. This makes the 
data searchable, findable, usable, and, moreover, the basis for AI applications. 
Terminology as the "counterpart" is responsible for ensuring that both data and metadata 
in the company are uniform and thus reusable and linkable. We show how taxonomy and 
terminology together make corporate data fit for the future, and how you can build 
taxonomies and knowledge graphs alongside classic terminologies. We give concrete 
examples of how these can be implemented in practice. 

10.35-10.55 Holger Keibel, Head of Language Analytics & Search Solutions, Karakun 
Data Protection: How LT Helps Finding the Needles in the Haystack 
Data protection regulation such as GDPR and the new Swiss DSG (becoming effective in 
2023) forces organizations to implement suitable measures and processes to protect 
personal identifiable data/information (PID/PII). In particular, organizations have to be 
able to find all such data on a given person and to delete them if requested – or when the 
applicable retention period of the respective data expires. Complying with these 
requirements is challenging since personal identifiable data are typically distributed across 
multiple systems and organizational units and hard to find without gaps, especially for the 
case of unstructured data (documents and other textual objects). In this presentation we 
will describe an LT approach to support organizations in these challenges: the "k2 PID 
Cockpit" which is currently developed by Karakun and a partner. At its core, this tool is a 
search solution combined with semantic text analysers (classification and extraction). It 
connects with the relevant data systems where PID records might be found and can be 
combined with regulatory information and workflow engines. 
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10.55-11.15 Martin Kaltenböck, CFO, Semantic Web Company & Ilan Kernerman, CEO, K Dictionaries 
– Lexicala 
Semi-automated Generation of Multilingual Domain-specific Taxonomies 
The use of and need for domain-specific taxonomies are rapidly augmenting, as part of the 
growing interest in multilingual knowledge management. However, creating a fine 
taxonomy for any domain or industry use case can require many months of intensive 
expert work. To face this challenge, we converge human created and curated data with 
automated processes and a Knowledge Graph tool. Namely, we apply cross-lingual 
lexicographic content from KD-Lexicala with Semantic Web Company’s PoolParty Semantic 
Suite to generate multilingual domain-specific taxonomies. We will present the main 
resources and methodologies along with the initial results of semi-automated creation of 
multilingual taxonomies. 

 

11.15-11.45 
COFFEE BREAK 

11.45-12.45 Jochen Hummel, CEO, Coreon, Thomas Lindemann, CEO, Fyrfeed & Jan Oevermann, CEO, 
Plusmeta 
Multilingual AI 
AI is a game changer. AI is built on data. Half of that data is textual. Textual data is always 
multilingual. Unfortunately, most of us are excluded from the benefits of AI applications, 
since they only support English or Chinese. AI vendors typically claim their systems could 
be trained with any language, but this stays too often a theoretical possibility. We will 
discuss with leading AI executives how to architecture AI applications so that multilingual 
does not become an expensive (or impossible) afterthought. Language-agnostic design 
patterns are presented, which make sure that efforts for crucial tools such as chatbots, 
natural language generation, or knowledge extraction are not multiplied by the number of 
support languages. Case studies show the power and tremendous opportunities in 
multilingual AI. 

 

12.45-14.00 
LUNCH 

14.00-15.00 Josef Kubovsky, CEO, Nimdzi, Erik de Vrieze, Chief Architect Software Development, RWS 
& Klaus Fleischmann, CEO, Kaleidoscope - Raniero Romagnoli, CTO, & Vincenzo Sciacca, 
Product Manager, Almawave 
Towards One-stop-shop Language Intelligence Partner Spheres in the Cloud 
Implementing AI is not as fast as one may think. Moreover, those who develop AI 
applications and services do not always have the necessary skill to exploit the immense 
potential of AI. Innovative intelligent language technologies are often solving specific 
issues for clients that are best consumed in the context of a wider range of language and IT 
related capabilities.  This session will discuss the pros and cons of embedding innovative 
language technology components that target textual processing into a large-scale multi-
tenant, continuous release, commercial language intelligence Cloud infrastructures such as 
Trados Cloud and AIWave. In this session, we will discuss the potentials of building partner 
applications inside of successful commercial cloud platforms and compare them to stand-
alone approaches. Interested partners will learn about key technical capabilities that 
enable the implementation of complementary applications within Trados Cloud. Existing 
partners will present their application building experiences of leveraging Trados Cloud 
capabilities. You will also discover AIWave, Almawave’s new multi-personas AI Platform 
that reduces the complexity of AI adoption. All participants of this session will receive a 
free access to the Beta Version of the AIWawe platform. 

15.00-16.00 Britta Aagaard, Chief Business Officer, Semantix, Vasco Pedro, CEO, Unbabel, Jochen 
Hummel, CEO, ESTeam & Bruno Hermann, Member of the Board of Advisors, LT-Innovate 
LangOps  - A New Industry Paradigm 
LangOps is a multidisciplinary approach that constitutes a new industry paradigm. The 
three presentations will demonstrate how to bring the real disruptive benefits of AI and 
Machine Learning into the ecosystem where linguistic assets become differentiators to 
position localization on a completely new strategic level, revolutionizing the language 
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industry’s outdated business model. The session provides a genuinely innovative approach 
for the deployment of advanced language technology, provides real-life use cases and 
invites to an engaging and forward-looking conversation about a new localization 
paradigm. 

 

16.00-16.30 
COFFEE BREAK 

16.30-17.00 
 

PLENUM 
Closing: Martin Kaltenböck, Tassilo Pellegrini, Sahar Vahdati & Christoph Prinz 

 

 


